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Advertisements are around us every day. We see advertisements around campus, or as we 

scroll through social media, or when we watch a movie, or even as we drive down the highway. 

From traditional advertisements of print to social media pop ups, many different forms of 

marketing to consumers are seen today. Therefore, the topics in advertising course has allowed 

me to critically think about ways companies market to their target audience. Two specific 

examples that caught my attention I would like to dissect is the guerilla marketing campaign in 

Sydney, Australia for the Stephen King film, IT and the copywriting for Nike’s New Trainer One 

shoes. 

In order for the guerilla marketing campaign to make sense, one needs to know brief 

information about the movie. The description states, “Seven young outcasts in Derry, Maine, are 

about to face their worst nightmare -- an ancient, shape-shifting evil that emerges from the sewer 

every 27 years to prey on the town's children. Banding together over the course of one horrifying 

summer, the friends must overcome their own personal fears to battle the murderous, 

bloodthirsty clown known as Pennywise”. Considering the 2017 film is a remake of the original 

film from 1990 and based off of Stephen Kings book published in 1986 the horror film is a 

classic. Anyone who has seen the original film knows that the horrifying clown who lives in the 

sewers signature is a red balloon. Essentially highlighting the beginning of the film. With that in 

mind, the people working on the campaign took a creative approach to promote the film in 



Sydney. They tied red balloons to the sewers on the side of the streets across the city with murals 

of the clown in different locations. 

The advertising practitioners seemed to be using teaser appeal. Teaser appeal builds 

suspense about a product or brand by talking about it, but not actually showing it. Considering 

the product they’re trying to sell is the movie the campaign teases pedestrians in the areas by 

appealing to their emotions through fear. The color of the balloon is a bright red. Red is normally 

associated with bold, intensity, and according to consumer research terror. Placing the red 

balloons in the area highlights the main concept of the horror film and the repetition of balloon 

placement enforced pedestrians to remember to watch the film. Even for those who don’t know 

the film the murals highlighting pennywise’s face will tell them otherwise. The guerilla 

marketing campaign for the 2017 IT film was a great because the balloons made pedestrians feel 

as if they were a part of the movie and encouraged them to watch the film. The colors used 

highlighted the films focus and the repetition across the city established the key message and call 

to action. The campaign also moved online because of the major buzz it generated. Many 

pedestrians posted about the campaign on their social media accounts and the snowball effect 

took place shortly after. The generated buzz led to many articles written about the campaign and 

movie. 
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